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1.0  Introduction 

•  The	transdisciplinary	field	of	computational	archival	science	provides,	
among	other	things,	a	platform	that	facilitates	the	exploration	of	
emerging	methods	and	technologies	as	well	as	new	forms	of	analysis	
that	support	historical,	social,	scientific,	and	cultural	research	
engagement	with	records/archives	(Marciano	et	al.	2018).	
•  	In	the	last	few	years	experts	in	computational	as	well	as	archival	
sciences	have	explored	and	mapped	several	concepts	and	methods	in	
both	fields	resulting	in	enriching	transdisciplinary	efforts.	
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1.0  Introduction 

•  There	are	four	major	categories	
of	computational	thinking:		
•  data	practices,		
•  modeling	and	simulation	
practices,		

•  computational	problem-solving	
practices,	and		

•  systems	thinking	practices	
(Weintrop	et	al.	2016,	p.	127-147)	

•  This	presentation	falls	under	
systems	thinking	practices	with	
its	focus	on	understanding	the	
dynamics	within	systems	and	
how	those	systems	change	over	
time.			
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1.0  Introduction 

•  This	presentation	discusses	
enterprise	architecture	
(EA),	that	emerged	in	the	
1980s	to	address	
institutional	complexity	in	
an	increasingly	
sophisticated	
organizational	environment	
(Ahlemann,	F.,	et.	al	2012)	
•  EA	emerged	as	an	approach	
to	improve	the	alignment	
between	the	organization’s	
business	and	their	
information	systems		
(Ahlemann,	F.,	et.	al	2012)	
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Increasingly	we	may	feel	like	Alice	in	Wonderland,	having	fallen	into	a	
rabbit	hole…into	a	fantasy	world	populated	by	peculiar	
“anthropomorphic	systems”	(e.g.	Artificial	Intelligence	systems).	



1.0  Introduction 

•  At	the	point	of	EA’s	
emergence,	computer	
software	developers	
and	information	
system	engineers	
realized	that	they	
could	only	design	
suitable	IT	
components	if	they	
“understood	how	the	
organisation	works	as	
defined	by	its	
processes,	
organisational	
structure	and	
goals”	(Ahlemann,	F.,	
et.	al	2012)	
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1.0  Introduction 
•  For	decades,	records	and	archives	specialists	have	tried	to	fulfil	their	professional	
mandate	using	theories	and	methods	developed	for	a	paper	rather	than	digital	
environment.	

•  The	digital	environment	constitutes	a	vast	array	of	software	applications	and	
technological	infrastructure.	Records	and	archives	specialists	need	to	make	sense	of	this	
digital	ecososystem	in	their	quest	to	supporting	institutional		functions	and	activities.	
This	is	necessary	to	institute	systematic	management	of	records/archives	or	potential	
records/archives	generated	by	the	software	applications.			

•  This	presentation	is	drawn	from	a	research	project	investigating	the	utility	of	EA	to	
records	and	archives	specialists	

•  The	overall	study	constitutes	four	components:		
•  (1)	a	review	of	literature	on	EA;		
•  (2)	an	assessment	of	EA	frameworks	with	the	chosen	framework	for	this	study	being	TOGAF	(The	
Open	Group	Architecture	Framework);			

•  (3)	the	design	of	an	integrated	TOGAF	model	incorporating	record	keeping	requirements;	and		
•  (4)	the	validation	of	the	integrated	model		
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2.0  Literature 
Review 
•  Modern	institutions	invest	large	
amounts	of	resources	to	build	
technology	platforms	and	business	
applications	to	support	
organizational	activities	which	will	
fulfil	their	institutional	mandate.		

•  As	IT	departments	build	systems,	
they	create	legacies	based	on	
business	assumptions	that	might	no	
longer	hold	true.		

•  Effective	management	of	technology	
assets	has	necessitated	the	
development	of	portfolio	
management	techniques	and	models	
to	map	out	the	complete	IT	
ecosystem	in	their	institutions.		
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2.0  Literature Review 

•  For	many	such	institutions,	
creating	an	inventory	of	systems	
or	applications	is	just	the	
beginning	of	the	management	
process.	

•  The	rest	of	the	management	
process	entails	modeling	the	
organizational	structure,	
business	processes,	information	
flow,	information	systems,	and	
infrastructure		

•  EA	models	differ	from	pure	
business	process	models	as	they	
holistically	describe	related	
enterprise	capabilities	and	
different	layers’	assets	
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2.0  Literature Review 
•  Individual	countries	have	been	adopting	EA	at	different	paces	and	levels	of	sophistication.		
•  For	instance,	in	the	late	1990s	and	early	2000s,	several	public	sector	experts	in	Australia	
recognised	the	potential	for	EA’s	utility	to	assess	the	management	of	data	and	
information	in	local	councils	(Local	Government	Association	of	Tasmania,	&	School	of	
Information	Systems	[University	of	Tasmania]	2003).		

•  In	the	course	of	the	2000s,	Canada	embedded	EA	principles	within	the	federal	
government	with	the	chief	architect’s	office	located	within	the	Treasury	Board	Secretariat	
(Doucet	2008).		

•  Similar	trends	are	seen	in	countries	in	the	global	periphery	such	as	South	Africa	and	
Kenya.				

•  While	different	countries	are	at	varied	levels	of	sophistication,	the	situation	amongst	
records	and	archives	specialists	remains	(mostly)	vague.		

•  The	most	visible	efforts	have	been	through	the	standardization	process.	Around	2016,	
records	professionals	in	ISO’s	Technical	Committee	Sub-Committee	11	embarked	on	
creating	a	common	reference	for	records	professionals	and	enterprise	architects	titled	
“Records	Requirements	in	Enterprise	Architecture”	covering	requirements	for	records	
processes	and	systems	(International	Standards	Organization	2018)	
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3.0  EA Frameworks 
– a primer on TOGAF 

•  Since	the	mid-1980s,	EA	
practitioners	developed	
more	than	two	dozen	
frameworks,	including	
the	Zachman	
Framework,	TOGAF,	
and	the	Federal	
Enterprise	Architecture	
(FEA)	framework.		
•  These	frameworks	are	
popular	because	of	
their	maturity.	
Zachman	is	the	oldest;	
TOGAF	and	FEA	allow	
free	access	to	resources	
and	information.		
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Enterprise-developed	
Frameworks	

• The	Open	Group	Architecture	Framework	(TOGAF)	
• Generalised	Enterprise	Reference	Architecture	and	Methodology	
(GERAM)	

• Reference	Model	of	Open	Distributed	Processing	(RM-ODP)	
• Guide	to	the	Enterprise	Architecture	Body	of	Knowledge	(EABOK)	

Commercial	
Frameworks	

• Integrated	Architecture	Framework	(IAF)	
• Zachman	Framework	
• Architecture	of	Integrated	Information	Systems	(ARIS)	
• OBASHI	Business	and	IT	methodology	and	framework	

Defence	Industry	
Frameworks	

• Department	of	Defence	Architecture	Framework	(DoDAF)	and	
Technical	Reference	Model	(TRM)	

• NATO	Architecture	Framework	(NATO)	
• Technical	Architecture	Framework	for	Information	Management	
(TAFIM)	

• UK	Ministry	of	Defence	Architecture	Framework	(MODAF)	
• Department	of	National	Defence	and	the	Canadian	Forces	
Architecture	Framework	(DNDAF)	

• France	DGA	Architecture	Framework	(AGATE)	

Government	
Frameworks	

• Federal	Enterprise	Architecture	Framework	(FEAF)	
• Government	Enterprise	Architecture	(GEA)	
• Treasury	Enterprise	Architecture	Framework	(TEAF)	
• European	Interoperability	Framework	(EIF)	
• NIST	Enterprise	Architecture	(NIST)	
• Treasury	Information	System	Architecture	Framework	(TISAF)	

Source:	Basten	and	Brons	2012,	p.208	



3.0  EA Frameworks – a primer on TOGAF 

•  TOGAF	was	created	by	The	Open	Group	as	a	technology	architecture	
methodology	based	on	the	technical	architecture	framework	for	information	
management	(TAFIM),	a	framework	developed	by	the	United	States	Department	
of	Defense	(Armour,	F.	J.	et.	al	1999)	
•  TOGAF	has	three	main	pillars:		

•  Architecture	Development	Method	(ADM):	This	describes	a	method	for	developing	and	
managing	the	lifecycle	of	an	EA	and	forms	the	core	of	TOGAF.	

•  Enterprise	Continuum	(EC):	This	provides	methods	for	classifying	architecture	and	solution	
artifacts,	both	internal	and	external	to	the	architecture	repository,	as	they	evolve	from	
generic	foundation	architectures	to	organization-specific	architectures.	

•  Enterprise	Architecture	Domains	(EAD):	These	are	areas	of	specialisation	that	are	commonly	
accepted	as	subsets	of	an	overall	EA.	These	domains	are		
•  business	architecture,		
•  applications	architecture,		
•  technology	architecture,	and		
•  data	architecture.	
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3.0  EA 
Frameworks – a 
primer on TOGAF 

Within	TOGAF’s	enterprise	architecture	domains	are	
four	interrelated	areas	of	specialization:	
•  Business	architecture	which	defines	the	business	
strategy,	governance,	organization,	and	key	business	
processes	of	the	organization	
•  Applications	architecture	which	provides	a	blueprint	
for	the	individual	systems	to	be	deployed,	the	
interactions	between	the	application	systems,	and	
their	relationships	to	the	core	business	processes	of	
the	organization	with	the	frameworks	for	services	to	
be	exposed	as	business	functions	for	integration	
•  Data	architecture	which	describes	the	structure	of	
an	organization's	logical	and	physical	data	assets	and	
the	associated	data	management	resources	
•  Technical	architecture,	or	technology	architecture,	
which	describes	the	hardware,	software,	and	
network	infrastructure	needed	to	support	the	
deployment	of	core,	mission-critical	applications.	
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4.0  Design of an integrated TOGAF 
Framework 

•  As	part	of	a	research	study	conducted	under	the	auspices	of	the	
InterPARES	Trust	project,	this	researcher	is	exploring	the	utility	of	TOGAF	
architecture	domains	in	an	institutional	setting.		
•  In	the	research,	the	TOGAF	EAD	was	expanded	to	accommodate	a	
modified	form	of	the	records/archives	and	information	lifecycle	model.	
The	normal	lifecycle	model	usually	constitutes	creation	or	receipt	of	
records	or	information,	their	capture,	storage	and	maintenance,	use,	and	
disposition.	
•  The	modified	lifecycle	within	the	institutional	setting	has	four	phases:		

•  information	authoring		
•  information	management;		
•  records	management;	and		
•  archives	management.		
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4.0  Design of an integrated 
TOGAF Framework 
•  Each	of	the	four	phases	of	
the	lifecycle	has	a	swim	lane	
through	the	four	layers	of	
the	framework.		

•  An	additional	swim	lane,	
titled	supporting	
capabilities,	was	added	to	
accommodate	aspects	of	the	
business	capabilities	that	cut	
across	all	four	phases	

•  The	resulting	framework	for	
the	institution	has	
anonymized	names	for	
applications	and	
technologies		
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4.0  Design of an integrated 
TOGAF Framework 

•  The	gap	on	the	fourth	layer	caused	concern	
when	building	the	components	of	the	
framework.		

•  As	a	result,	the	institutional	decision	was	to	
develop	metadata	attributes	to	facilitate	the	
assessment	of	content	in	the	other	layers.		

•  These	attributes	were	adapted	from	a	previous	
phase	of	the	InterPARES	project	which	had	
developed	a	framework	for	identifying	
authenticity	metadata.	

•  In	the	InterPARES	project,	the	metadata	
components	were	mapped	over	three	stages	of	
the	lifecycle	model.	In	order	to	adapt	to	the	
data	layer	of	the	TOGAF,	the	metadata	
attributes	were	extended	to	cover	all	four	swim	
lanes		(InterPARES	3	2012)	
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The	illustration	demonstrates	the	metadata	categories	
mapped	over	the	three	stages	of	the	records	lifecycle.	
Source:	Tennis,	2006	



•  The	resultant	model	mapped	the	metadata	categories	
across	four	of	the	five	swim	lanes.	

•  Identity	metadata	e.g.	
•  Name	of	author/writer	
•  Name	of	address	(if	applicable)	
•  Name	of	originator	(if	applicable)	
•  Name	of	receiver/recipient	
•  Name	of	action	
•  Indication	of	forms	of	authentication	

•  Integrity	metadata	e.g.	
•  Indication	of	protective	procedures	used	to	prevent	

corruption	of	the	presented	information	asset	
•  indication	of	any	redaction	for	privacy,	copyright	or	any	

other	reasons		
•  Record	declaration	metadata	e.g.	

•  Classification	code	
•  Registration	number	(i.e.	unique	identifier)	
•  Name	of	creator	
•  Indication	of	intellectual	rights	
•  Name	of	handling	office	
•  Name	of	office	of	primary	responsibility	
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4.0  Design of an integrated TOGAF 
Framework 

•  The	data	layer,	when	incorporated	in	the	larger	model,	offers	several	
benefits.		
•  It	provides	a	general	overview	of	how	components	in	the	layers	are	
connected.		
•  For	institutional	stakeholders,	the	data	layer	provides	an	objective	and	
consistent	manner	to	assess	metadata	requirements	implemented	in	the	
business	applications	and	technology	platforms	in	the	other	layers	of	the	
framework.		

• Overall,	the	EA	model	provides	an	overview	of	how	each	of	the	
components	are	connected	and	to	what	extent	they	straddle	swim	
lanes	in	the	framework	
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5.0 Concluding Remarks 
•  This	presentation	is	drawn	from	an	ongoing	study	that	constitutes	four	phases,	
concentrating	on	the	research	done	in	the	first	two	phases.		
•  It	has	demonstrated	how	an	EA	framework	based	on	the	TOGAF	framework	assessed	an	
institutional	model	with	four	layers:	(1)	business	capabilities;	(2)	application;	(3)	
technology;	and	(4)	data.	The	data	layer	was	blank.	Therefore,	the	research	study	offered	
an	opportunity	to	adapt	metadata	categories	and	types.		
•  As	an	ongoing	research	process,	the	study	will	continue	with	the	third	phase	by	
completing	the	design	of	the	integrated	TOGAF	conceptual	model.	This	model	should	be	
built	incrementally	as	it	considers	the	conceptual	contribution	from	recordkeeping.	The	
fourth	and	final	phase	would	validate	the	integrated	TOGAF	conceptual	model.		
•  This	study	differs	from	the	work	currently	being	undertaken	by	ISO’s	TC46/SC11	that	has	
also	chosen	TOGAF	to	explore	its	relevance	within	the	records	and	archives	profession	in	
the	following	ways:		
•  This	study	looked	exclusively	at	TOGAF.	TC46/SC11	used	TOGAF	in	conjunction	with	ArchiMate.	
•  This	study	explored	one	pillar	of	TOGAF	(i.e.,	EAD)		while	TC46/SC11	used	a	different	pillar	(i.e.	ADM)		

•  Finally	this	presentation	is	a	demonstration	of	how	records	and	archives	specialists	are	
harnessing	computational	methods,	in	this	case	EA	that	falls	within	the	systems	thinking	
approach,	in	their	quest	to	fulfilling	their	professional	mandate.	
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